NEW Fiction Books

The target / David Baldacci.
Fic Bal Wil v.3

The highway / C.J. Box.
Fic Box Cod v.2

This dark road to mercy / Wiley Cash.
Fic Cas Thi

Catching fire / Suzanne Collins.
Fic Col Hun v.2

The last dark / Stephen R. Donaldson.
Fic Don Las v.4

Fifteen minutes : a novel / Karen Kingsbury.
Fic Kin Fif

The last bride / Beverly Lewis.
Fic Lew Hom v.5

The son / Philipp Meyer.
Fic Mey Son

The road from Gap Creek : a novel / Robert Morgan.
Fic Mor Gap v.2

The Divergent series : Divergent + Insurgent + Allegiant /Veronica Roth.
Fic Rot Div v.1-3 + Booklet

East of Eden / John Steinbeck.
Fic Ste Eas

The goldfinch : a novel / Donna Tartt.
Fic Tar Gol
NEW Non-Fiction Books

The first 20 hours: how to learn anything ... fast / Josh Kaufman.
BF 378 .E94 K38 2013

The infant mind: origins of the social brain / edited by Maria Legerstee, David W. Haley, Marc H. Bornstein.
BF 723 .S6 I54 2013

India today: economy, politics and society / Stuart Corbridge, John Harriss and Craig Jeffrey.
DS 480.853 .C72 2013

The Civil War in color: a photographic reenactment of the war between the states / John C. Guntzelman; foreword by Bob Zeller.
E 468.7 .G86 2012

The new rules of lifting supercharged: ten all-new programs for men and women / Lou Schuler and Alwyn Cosgrove.
GV 546 .S39 2012

Baby knows best: raising a confident and resourceful child, the RIE Way / Deborah Carlisle Solomon; photographs by Barrow Davis-Tolot.
HQ 773.5 .S65 2013

The lives of the artists / Giorgio Vasari; translated with an introduction and notes by Julia Conaway Bondanella and Peter Bondanella.
N 6922 .V2213 1998

Painters and Paintings in the Early American South / Carolyn J. Weekley.
ND 220 .W44 2013

NK 2110 .C476 2013

Masters of the word: how media shaped history, from the alphabet to the Internet / William J. Bernstein.
P 90 .B43 2013
Teaching with fire : poetry that sustains the courage to teach / Sam M. Intrator and Megan Scribner, editors ; introduction by Parker J. Palmer and Tom Vander Ark.
PN 6101 .T36 2003

My brief history / Stephen Hawking.
QC 16 .H33 A3 2013

Quantum mechanics : the theoretical minimum / Leonard Susskind and Art Friedman.
QC 174.123 .S87 2014

The future of the mind : the scientific quest to understand, enhance, and empower the mind / Dr. Michio Kaku, Professor of Theoretical Physics, City University of New York.
QP 360 .K325 2014

Grain brain : the surprising truth about wheat, carbs, and sugar--your brain's silent killers / David Perlmutter, MD, with Kristin Loberg.
RC 386.2 .P47 2013

RJ 506 .A9 C447 2014

Your child's teeth : a complete guide for parents / Evelina Weidman Sterling and Angie Best-Boss.
RK 55 .C5 S74 2013

RM 666 .C266 N48 2013

Nursing care plans : guidelines for individualizing client care across the life span / Marilynn E. Doenges, Mary Frances Moorhouse, Alice C. Murr.
RT 49 .D64 2014

The ABC & XYZ of bee culture : a cyclopedia of everything pertaining to the care of the honey-bee : bees, hives, honey, implements, honey plants, etc. : facts gleaned from the experience of thousands of beekeepers and afterward verified in our apiary.
SF 523 .R7 2007
March – April 2014
New Fiction and Non-Fiction Books

Auto maintenance and light repair (G1)
TL 152 .G39 2013

Keyboarding and word processing essentials. Lessons 1-55 / Donna Woo, Susie VanHuss, Connie Forde, Vicki Robertson.
Z 49.2 .V374 2014

MOS 2013 study guide for Microsoft Word Expert / John Pierce.
Z 52.5 .M52 P54 2013